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Let k be a field of characteristic p, F=k(x) the field of rational functions
in one variable with coefficients in k, and D=ddx. Let G be an n_n
matrix with coefficients in F. We consider the differential system
dy(
dx
=G(x) y(. (1)
For n # N we define inductively [Gs] a sequence in Mn(F ) by setting
G0=IO, G+1=G, Gs+1=Gs G+dGs dx, \s0.
We say that the differential module corresponding to (1) has Gp as p-cur-
vature and the p-curvature is said to be nilpotent if Gnp=0.
It is known [K1, H, DGS] that nilpotence of p-curvature of (1) implies
that the singularities are regular and the exponents lie in Fp . We do not
have a convenient parametrization of differential modules with nilpotent
p-curvature, but if L # F[D] is monic of order n and corresponds to a
differential module of nilpotent p-curvature, then, letting #1 , ..., #m be the
finite singularities of L, we have
L= :
n
j=0
Aj
 j
,
where =‘mi=1 (X&#2), A j # k[x], deg Aj j(m&1) so that L is param-
etrized by the m singularities and the (m&1)( n+12 ) coefficients of the
polynomials A1 , ..., An .
Following Klein, it is common to separate these parameters into those
determined by the exponents and the location of the singularities and the
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accessory parameters which are not so determined. The pertinency of such
a distinction has been questioned by N. Katz [K2], who proposed that in
characteristic zero the distinction be made between parameters determined
by local monodromy and those not so fixed.
These distinctions will play no role in the present work. We will appeal
to our earlier work [D1, Corollary 1.3].
Theorem I. If v is any valuation of k extended to k(x) by the gauss norm
relative to x and if L has nilpotent p-curvature, then Aj |  j lies in the valua-
tion ring. In particular, each coefficient of Aj is integral over Fp[#1 , ..., #m].
Can this result be extended to systems? For H # Gl(n, k(x)) let G[H]=
H$H&1+HGH&1. If (1) has nilpotent p-curvature then certainly we may
choose H so that the coefficients of G[H] lie in each valuation ring of k(x)
obtained from one of k by extension via the gauss norm relative to x. But
can this H be chosen so that the poles of G[H] lie among those of G? We
make no effort to resolve this question.
Let K be a finitely generated extension of Q of transcendence degree
v1. We choose a transcendence basis *1 , ..., *v and consider all valuations
of K whose restriction to Q(*1 , ..., *v) is the p-adic gauss norm valuation of
that field relative to *1 , ..., *v for some unspecified choice of p. Let T be the
set of all such valuations of K. Let G # Mn(K(x)). We consider the system
dy(
dx
=G(x) y(. (2)
We say that (2) is globally nilpotent if for almost all v # T the mod v
reduction of (2) has nilpotent p-curvature. The following theorem is a con-
sequence of Theorem I.
Theorem II. Let L be a momic nth order element of K(x)[D] whose
corresponding differential module is globally nilpotent. Let #1 , ..., #m be the
finite singularities. Then
L= :
n
j=0
Aj
 j
Dn& j
where =>mi=1 (x&# i), Aj # K[x], deg Aj j(m&1) and each coefficient :
of Aj is integral over Q[#1 , ..., #m].
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Examples of globally nilpotent modules are provided by exponential
modules and by twisted exponentials modules.
Let R=K(x)[z1 , ..., zN] the ring of polynomials in N variables with coef-
ficients in K(x). Let f # K[x, z1 , ..., zN] which as polynomial in z1 , ..., zN is
quasi-homogeneous. We define the exponential module
Wf =R exp f< :
N
i=1
zi

zi
(R exp f ).
For a=(a1 , ..., aN) # QN we define the twisted exponential module
Wa, g=Rza exp f< :
N
i=1
zi

zi
(Rza exp f )
associated with the theory of hypergeometric functions [D-1, D-2].
The modification
W (l)t =R exp f< :q # 1l q(R exp f ),
where Vl is the Z-module of forms of degree l in the operators
[zi (zi)]1iN , has been studied by Bertolin [Be].
The Lame equation is the subject of an extensive literature [Po, W.W,
Ba, Ch, K1]. It may be written
L=D2+
1
2
$

&
n(n+1)X+B

, (3)
where =(X&#1)(X&#2)(X&#3). The four singularities are regular and
if n # Q then the exponents are rational.
For n # Q but B transcendental over Q(#1 , #2 , #3), L cannot be globally
nilpotent, which explains why the solutions cannot be represented as
periods of differential forms on an algebraic variety parametrized by B, #1 ,
#2 , #3 .
For n # 12+Z, there may be a logarithmic solution at  but if B satisfies
a certain polynomial relation over Q(#1 , #2 , #3), then the logarithmic solu-
tion does not occur and the equation has only algebraic solutions, i.e., L
is globally nilpotent.
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The relation of dependence of B upon (#1 , #2 , #3) is indeed a relation of
integrability over Q[#1 , #2 , #3] [Po, p. 164].
If n # Z then L is reducible over either Q(#, X) or over a quadratic exten-
sion of Q(#, X). Reducibility over Q(#, X) occurs provided B satisfies a
polynomial relation of degree 2n+1 over Q(#), in which case L has a solu-
tion which is the square root of an element of Q[#, B, X] of degree n in X.
In this case L is globally nilpotent and the relation of dependence of B over
Q(#) is indeed a relation of integrability over Q[#] [Po, p. 157].
We recall that for n=0, B{0, B an algebraic number, the non-global
nilpotence of Ln, B was noted by Deligne [K1].
Hence it has long been known that Ln, B need not be of FuchsPicard
type.
Let yn be a component of a solution y
(=( y1 , ..., yn) of (2) in some dif-
ferential extension field of K(x). Using (2), we may compute
dyn
dx
= :
n
j=1
h1, j yj
d 2yn
dx2
= :
n
j=1
h2, j y j
} } }
d nyn
dxn
= :
n
j=1
hn, j y j ,
where h1, j # K(x), 1in, 1 jn.
Then the matrix
M=\
yn
Dyn
b
Dnyn
0
h11
hn, 1
0
h12
hn, 2
} } }
} } }
1
h1, n
hnn +
annihilates the vector (&1, y1 , ..., yn)t and hence det M=0.
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By estimating the number of zeros of
det \ h1hn&1, 1
} } }
} } }
h1, n&1
hn&1, n&1+ (4)
we find an upper bound for the number of apparent singularities of the
element L # K(x)[D] which annihilates yn .
We apply the method to
G= :
m
j=1
1
x&#j
Cj , (5)
where for 1 jm, Cj # Mn(K).
We assume Cm is in Jordan normal form and n nilpotent of order n, i.e.,
Cm=\
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0+ .
We assume (C1)n, 1{0 and so conjugating with elements of Gl(n, K) which
commute with Cm , we normalized C1 so that
(C1)n, j=0, j=2, 3, ..., n.
We observe that h1, j is a linear form in 1(x&#1), ..., 1(x&#m&1), h2, j is
a quadratic form in those variables and 1(x&#m) appears to the first
degree. In general hs, j becomes a polynomial of degree sm&s&1 upon
multiplication by s(x&#m). Thus the number of apparent singularities is
at most m(1+2+ } } } +(n&1))&(2+3+ } } } +n)=(m&1)( n2)&(n&1).
The number of parameters is (m&1) n2&(n&1). We fix the eigenvalues
of C1 , ..., Cm&1 , C1+C2+ } } } +Cm in Q. This gives mn&1 conditions. We
fix the apparent singularities in the operator which annihilates yn . The total
number of conditions is at most (m&1)( n2)&(n&1)+mn&1. Thus the
number of parameters exceeds the number of conditions if
(m&1) \n2&\n2++>mn&1. (6)
For m=2 this condition fails for n=2 but is satisfied for n=3.
We conjecture that subject to (6) the linear differential equation given by
(5) with C1 , ..., Cm&1 generic but with eigenvalues fixed in Q (and eigen-
values of C1+ } } } +Cm fixed in Q) is not globally nilpotent.
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Lemma III. Let B=\
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0+ and let C # M3(K) be the generic matrix
satisfying the conditions C32=C33=0 with eigenvalues of C and C&B fixed
in Q. Then the equation
dy(
dx
=\C 1x+B
1
1&x+ y(
is not globally nilpotent.
Proof. We write
g11 g13 g13
G=\ g21 g22 g23+ .g31 0 0
We have
y1=
1
g31
Dy3
y2=
1
g12
(D& g11) y1& g13 y3
(D& g22) y2= g21 y1+ g23 y3 .
Eliminating y1 , y2 we find Ly3=0
L=D3+H1D2+H2 D+H3 ,
where
(i) &H1= g11+ g22+2
g$31
g31
+
g$12
g12
(ii) &H2= g$11+\ g$31g31+
$
+ g31 g13+ g12 g21
&\g22+ g$12g12+
g$31
g31+\g11+
g$31
g31+
(iii) H3= g13 g31 \g22+ g$12g12&
g$13
g13+& g12 g31 g23 .
Since gij=Cij x except for g23 and for g12=C12x+1(1&x), the only new
singularity in L is given by g$12 g12=1(x+#)&1x+1(1&x) where #=
C12 (1&C12).
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Fixing # (i.e., C12) as well as the exponents at x=0, , we have condi-
tions
(a) e1=C11+C22 ,
(b) e2=(C11C22&C12C21)&C31 C13 ,
(c) e3=C31(C12C23&C13C22),
where e1 , e2 , e3 # Q. We have similar relations concerning the exponents at
infinity obtained by replacing (C12 , C23) by (C12&1, C23&1). We obtain
(d) e4=C21 ,
(e) e5=C31(C23+C12&1),
where again e4 , e5 lies in Q. Thus of the seven parameters Cij we have fixed
C12 , C21 and by (a) we may eliminate C22 . This leaves three relations
among C11 , C13 , C31 , C23 . The jacobian matrix of (b), (c), (e) with respect
to C13 , C31 , C23 is
&C31 &C13 0
\&C31C22 C12C23&C13C22 C31C12+0 C23+C12&1 C31
with nonvanishing determinant C 231C12(C12&1). Thus C11 is transcenden-
tal over Q(#) and C13 , C31 , C23 are algebraic over Q(#, C11).
We compute from (ii)
&H2=
C11+C12+C13C31+C12C21&C11 C22&1
x2
+
C21&C11+1
x(1&x)
+
C11&1
x(x+#)
=
e1&e2&1
x2
+
C21&C11+1
x(1&x)
+
C11&1
x(x+#)
.
But C11 is transcendental over Q(#) and hence global nilpotence is
impossible. From (iii) we compute
H3= &
e3
x3
+
C31(C13&C23&C12)
x2(1&x)
&
C31
x(1&x)2
+
C13C31
(x+#) x2
= &
e3
x3
&
e5
x2(1&x)
+C31 \ C31&1x2(1&x)&
1
x(1&x)2
+
C31
x2(x+#)+ ,
which gives an alternate proof based on C31 being transcendental over Q(#)
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We conclude that the solutions of (6) cannot all be algebraic but also
cannot be explained in terms of periods of differentials on an algebraic
variety defined over Q(x, C11 , ..., C31).
To the best of our knowledge the monodromy group has been computed
only for equations coming from geometry. (In particular, according to
Katz [K2], this holds for irreducible rigid equations in which the global
monodromy is determined by the local monodromy at all the singular
points.)
Accessory parameters being an obstruction to the determination of
monodromy groups has been noted by Takano and Bannai [T-B].
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